Abstract
l ( L ) , written r W I, is { t ( R u L ) 1 3 t r E r,tl E l , t ( Rt@), t ( L ) = L)}. The semijoin of r(R) and I(!!:
Let C be the set of constraints of a constraint network C N , C = {con(ai)lai E A}. A constraint network is a binary constraint network iff Vr(R) E
C,lRI 5 2. The hypergraph of C N is called the scheme of C N [2], i.e. s c h e m e ( C N ) = { R I r ( R ) E C}.
Tuple s is a solution of a constraint network C N , i.e. s E sol(CN), iff Vr(R) E C, s ( R ) E r . A constraint network C N is minimal iff Vr(R) E C, IIR(sol(CN)) = r . Two constraint networks C N and CN' are equivalent, written C N = CN', iff V = V I , dom = dom', sol(CN) = sol(CN').
However, it is well known that the FCSP decision problem is NP-complete. In order to cope with the intractability of FCSPs, two strategies have been followed: (2) finding efficient algorithms for preprocessing, suc as arc consistency [6], path consistency [ll] and k-consistency [4] algorithms for binary constraint networks; and (2) exploiting the topological features of FCSPs to guide efficient algorithms for solving these problems [2] . In this paper, we develop an approach to combining these two strategies. We generalize the binary arc consistency problem [6] to an arc consistency problem on any constraint network.
The dual network DN of a constraint network CN can be considered as an alternative representation of an FCSP. D N is a labelled undirectional graph, in which the nodes are the arcs of C N labelled by constraints, the edges represent the nonempty intersection of two relation schemes. For an edge eij = {a;, ~j } in D N , with con(ai) = r i ( R i ) and con(aj) = r j ( R j ) Figure 1 shows the scheme of a constraint network, the dual network and a join network.
Algorithm AC is a generalization of AC-3 in [8] .
Algorithm AC: Enforce Arc Consistency i n CN Input: j o i n network <A,E>; Output: a r c c o n s i s t e n t network; BEGIN q := t h e s e t of a l l nodes i n A; WHILE (q i s not empty) DO BEGIN remove node a from q; /* con(a) = r(R) */ s := r ; FOR ( a l l ( a , a l ) i n E) /* con(a1) = rl(R1) */ I F s =\= r THEN BEGIN s := s semijoin r l ; r := s; FOR ( a l l (a,al) i n E) DO q := q union (ai);
END END END
If a binary constraint network C N is acyclic, a tree, enforcin arc consistency in C N results in a minimal networkf8l. Generalizing, we say a constraint network is acyclic iff its hypergraph is acyclic, a hypertree [9] [12]. On the other hand, it is acyclic iff its join networks are trees [9] . Applying algorithm AC to any of its join trees results in a minimal constraint network.
Furthermore, for a join tree, there exist a more efficient algorithm TAC for obtaining a minimal network.
Algorithm TAC: AC on Acyclic Network Input: rooted j o i n t r e e <A,E>; Output: minimal network; BEGIN q0 := t h e s e t of all nodes i n A; /* ordered from c h i l d r e n t o parents */ Since a constraint network C N may not be acyclic in general, as in the example shown in Figure 1 , the solutions for C N can be computed in three steps. First, construct a join tree whose constraint network is equivalent to C N . Second, apply AC or TAC to the join tree. Third, construct the solutions of the acyclic minimal network. The first step is called tree clustering. A tree-clustering scheme can be obtained by applying a tree-clustering algorithm [3 to scherne(CN). Given a join tree by adding universal constraints to relation schemes which are in TC but not in C N .
In the rest of this paper, we will present a parallel version of algorithm TAC, and a distributed version of algorithm AC.
Parallel Algorithm and Complexity
Even though arc consistency for a binary constraint network is P-complete, it is in N C for a binary acyclic constraint network [5], i.e. there exists an algorithm which takes polylog time using polynomial number of processors in the PRAM model. We present a parallel TAC algorithm which generalizes this result to any acyclic constraint network of bounded width.
We apply the parallel tree contraction technique in
[lo] to the problem. Let T = ( A , E ) be a rooted join tree with nodes A and edges E . During the tree contraction phase, links between a contracting parent and its contracted nodes are established. Let T' = (A', E') be the join tree resulting from applying ContractAC to TI such that A' = AUA"
where A" includes all the nodes created in the tree contraction phase, and ( a , a') E E' iff a' = cp(u), i.e., a' is the contracting parent of a. The tree expansion phase starts from the root node of T' and propagates the solutions from root to leaves. Initially, the root is marked. Whenever the parent of a node is marked, the solutions can be computed for the node and then the node is marked. The procedures associated with RAKE and COM-PRESS for arc consistency can be associated with other parallel tree contraction algorithms. By associating semijoin with PRUNE and associating join and projection with BYPASS in the algorithm given by for an acyclic constraint network of be done optimally in O(1og n ) time using O(n/ logn) processors in an EREW PRAM.
Distributed Complexity
Here, we develop a distributed AC algorithm D i s t A C for reconfigurable interconnected processors with distributed memory and asynchronous communication. Let the nodes and edges of a join network map to processors and bidirectional channels in a distributed computing network, respectively. The algorithm is uniform: all processors have the same program. Let r(R) be the local constraint and propagate be a subroutine for propagating the local constraint to its neighbors. Thus, there exists a mapping from an acyclic constraint network of size n with bounded width to a network of poly(n) processors and it takes O(1ogn) time to find the minimal network.
Conclusions
We have presented parallel and distributed algorithms for solving FCSPs and shown that for an FCSP that can be represented by an acyclic constraint network of bounded width, there are efficient algorithms in both parallel and distributed environments. The bounded width property of acyclic constraint networks characterizes a set of tractable FCSPs [2] as well as efficiently parallelizable FCSPs. It is not generally true that a problem solvable in linear sequential time also has an efficient parallel algorithm, but it does happen to be the case for FCSPs.
